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Playing Conditions
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by Ms. Pragati Banka

Ms. Pragati is an Associate at Asia
Law Office, New Delhi

Ms. Pragati Banka is on the Board of Advisors of Sports Law and Policy Review Reporter.

The shift from sportsman to sportsperson is a change that society is

trying to
understand at a gradual but growing rate. However, being an aspiring
sportsperson brought up in an Indian society, I have personally experienced my share of hurdles in several forms. I speak for all budding
women athletes in our country when I talk about the need for formal and
rigorous training and exposure to optimize our potential in our choice of
sport.
I was brought up in a small city in Odisha, educated at a girls’ convent
school, where education and cultural activities were given equal priorities, giving way to the general consensus of feminine interests. I, however, found my niche in sports and pushed for higher exposure and
increased opportunities to train with my team and flourish in that
environment.

           

         
    
Even in university, our lesser-trained teams
would play against teams from high exposure
environments from different cities. However,
the honest predicaments were our threats to
safety during the travelling and lodging
timelines, when we fought our instincts to back
away from prying photographers outside of the
game. Eventually, it wasn’t without battling
skepticism and constant risks and challenges,
but the psychological consequences of it sure
explained why female athletes in India hesitate
to make themselves vulnerable to harassment
despite their plethora of talent.
A recent article about the rise of North East
Indian women athletes by ‘She The People’
talked about the sheer endurance of these
women to rise from a society which is both
matrilineal and patriarchal, an orthodox
environment often infused with political
insurgency related violence and curfews, to
train themselves and qualify in increasing
number of sporting categories and build the
advantage of exercising control in predominantly male-oriented career spheres.

It is pertinent to observe that these are personal
efforts coupled with immense support from the
families, that should ideally be eased simply
through providing increased exposure and
better safety measures for them to flourish and
build their careers where they’re protected for
their talent and perseverance. Additionally,
since most budding women athletes are from a
relatively younger age group, their safety
should be kept at an optimum priority which
points out to a glaring deficit of better governance in this sphere.
The risk factors associated with aspects of
organisational cultures and management of
women’s sports, at least in India, require a
great amount of research and reform with
regulated implementation strategies to ensure
the responsibility to protect the pillars of
Indian sportspersons. Safeguarding athletes
should be an essential factor embedded in the
psyche and governance of all sports organisations who hold the responsibility to protect all
those in the participation sphere.

The fact remains that sexual harassment
perpetrated by coaches, other athletes or
trainers is one of the leading causes of unsafe
environments for women athletes. One of the
crucial aspects of the implementation process
is building a stronger legal framework for
non-discriminatory
laws,
employment
contracts, service legislations and most importantly laws on sexual harassment and proper
litigation measures. The definitive end goal is
to increase the encouragement in society to
give a voice to women athletes to rise from the
boundation of harassment that threatens their
careers and ploughs them into impositions and
unemployment. It is also to provide them with
safe and unequivocal litigation through proper
representation and increased protection and
visibility.
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Sports in the
Covid-19 Era
by Aakash Batra

Aakash is the Co-founder and
an Editor at SLPRR
Even in India, the force majeure clause, which
provides that if due to an event beyond the
reasonable control of a party, there is delay in or
inability to perform a contractual obligation,
the party shall be excused for such delay or
inability and it would not constitute a breach of
contract, was activated numerous times for the
purpose of terminating player agreements.
This has been talked about in Sec. 56 of the
Indian Contract Act, 1956 and this was continuously in news because of the controversy
surrounding the same, as this particular
provision cannot be invoked on ground that
under certain circumstances it would not be
commercially viable for a party to perform
obligations under the agreement. Citing the
pandemic as a reason, this clause was also
triggered by Indian clubs such as Chennai FC
and East Bengal FC to terminate their players.
In India, various National Sports Federations
are dependent on government fundings and
sponsorships, and because of sponsors
backing out, they were also in troubled waters.
However, apart from the setbacks that this
industry faced, it also adapted just like the rest
of the world during the tough times; esports
witnessed tremendous growth during the
Covid-19 era as there was a massive 20%
increase in usage hours and 70% increase in
gaming traffic during peak hours. Technological advancements were also seen in various
sports, such as the virtual and unique ways

The outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic disrupted various aspects of life, with sports

and physical activity being no exception. The sports industry, or so to say, the business
of sports has three major components for primary revenue, which are- broadcasting,
sponsorships & advertising, and ticket sales. Now, these sources are directly dependent on live sporting events, which could not happen because of the restrictions
imposed to curb the pandemic, subsequently resulting in a severe impact to the
business of sports. The impact was so widespread and with no source of income,
stakeholders and entities in the industry such as umpires, ground staff, athletes, etc.
were left stranded. Hefty losses were suffered in the sport industry by businesses such
as that of event management agencies, gyms, stadium rentals, media houses, hospitality, merchandising etc. The pandemic totally brought the sporting world to a standstill,
with stadiums and grounds being empty, academies, clubs and gyms being shut down
and even professional matches being played behind closed doors without any spectators.
During the upsurge of the pandemic, most major international, national and regional
sporting events, inter alia, Tokyo Olympics, Wimbledon, Men’s T20 cricket world cup,
Euro 2020, NBA, Premier League, I league, were either postponed or cancelled in toto,
which resulted in billions of dollars worth of financial losses. The conditions also gave
rise to various legal disputes, mainly arising out of breach of contractual obligations
and terms, such as the case of Alex Song being sacked by FC Sion, which led to a
complaint before FIFA on the grounds of ‘unfair dismissal.’

which were used to provide a real time and
pre-covid viewer experience in games such as
football and cricket. Video screens were set up
in stadiums and fans were allowed to attend the
matches virtually, as also happened in the
recent season of the Indian Premier League.
Sound effects were also created to give a real
match experience to the viewered. Numerous
philanthropic initiatives were also undertaken
by companies like Dream Sports Foundation,
for providing financial assistance aid to vulnerable stakeholders in the sports industry.
Furthermore, because of health reasons being
on priority, the pandemic at least triggered the
change in people to become more health
conscious, owing to which there was a significant change in consumer behaviour, resulting
in a massive increase in demand for athleisure,
activewear and fitness gear products like
dumbells, push up bars, belts, cycles and yoga
mats; situation in India was such that cycles
went out of stock in premium stores such as
that of Firefox, Trek, Scott etc. Decathlon
reported an enormous increase in sales of
resistance bands, yoga mats and such
products. Academies and Coaches also finally
shifted to cyberspace by virtually conducting
training sessions, classes etc. Companies
which were already better equipped technologically gained advantage because of consumer
preferences during such times. The global
community has adapted rapidly by creating

online content tailored to different people;
from free tutorials on social media, to stretching, meditation, yoga and dance classes in
which the whole family can participate. Educational institutions are providing online learning
resources for students to follow at home.
A point which is imperative to note in the
context of sports and the pandemic is that
physical activity most definitely helps in
enhancing the immune system, which could
prove to be the gamechanger in fighting such
diseases which are also probable to happen
again in future. The WHO recommends 150
minutes of moderate-intensity or 75 minutes of
vigorous-intensity physical activity per week.
The benefits of such periodic exercise are
evident in times of anxiety, crisis and fear.
There were concerns therefore that, in the
context of the pandemic, lack of access to
regular sporting or exercise routines may result
in challenges to the immune system, physical
health, including by leading to the commencement of or exacerbating existing diseases that
have their roots in a sedentary lifestyle. These
concerns still are relevant as the pandemic is
not over yet, but as we progress in the fight
against the same, it is only rational to take
these points into consideration and inculcate
sports and physical exercise in lifestyle for
staying fit to face such problems.
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Artificial Intelligence in Sports
Industry
by Ria Mishra

Ria is the Co-founder and an
Editor at SLPRR
The question of consent for data collection is a
tricky aspect of AI in Sports as while consent is
essential, its form is unclear. It may be obtained
explicitly or implicitly. However, the data
collected is of a special nature and is sensitive
data as it contains health details of an individual. In light of this, the question of consent
becomes more complex, with the realisation
that when such sensitive data is being collected
and processed, consent should be of the most
reliable form. Further, the extent of consent
and its revocation should also be taken heed of
since in certain scenarios, the individual might
revoke consent even though such consent is
essential to measure the individual’s ability to
play. If the individual feels that providing such
data may result to be detrimental to them or
may lead to them being held back from playing
the sport professionally, the athletes may have
good reason to revoke consent, creating a
lacuna as to the best, fairest way ahead would
be. An example of the same would be processing of data for anti-doping tests. Moreover,
when all this data impacts the matches and
careers of sportsperson and other stakeholders
so greatly, one can only agree with the modern
saying “data is the new oil”. The next important legal question arises with respect of the
ownership of such data, and thereby who shall
be held accountable for its security; is it owned
by the technology company collecting the data,
sporting officials and organisations or the

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Internet of

Things (IoT) are no more isolated
subjects, a privilege of the technologically elite. They have found their application
in a variety of fields and have started down the path of becoming somewhat
common systems to maximise efficiency, thereby eliminating all such parts of the
machinery which may slow it down. Like any other field, AI has been playing an
extremely important role in Sports for longer than we can imagine.
Its application in Sports in multifold, benefitting various stakeholders of the
Industry. Its use is seen in areas like scouting and recruitment of sportspersons,
training and performance analysis, maintenance of player’s fitness by collecting
and processing health data, decision-making, doping control, and so on. The
extent of transformation and efficiency brought about by AI in the field of Sports
is undeniable. However, with the rise of use of AI systems, the legal aspects of
using such systems have been under scrutiny to best counter legal and ethical
problems that are bound to arise, sooner than later. The legal aspect of use of AI
systems in Sports is as complex as AI itself; a transformative change cannot
succeed without legal backing. Therefore, it is pertinent to understand the legal
aspects of this change brought about by AI. What becomes most important from
a legal point of view is the data and processing of the collected data. Data processing is the foundation upon which such a system stands, relying upon the data
collected and its analysis to determine strengths and weaknesses; it becomes a
necessity to address the question of consent.

individual. While the obvious answer may seem
to be the individual, the fact is far from it.
There is no clear understanding as to who
owns such data, as various entities benefit from
such data. However, Hawkin Dynamics, a
Sports Technology Company suggests that for
any purpose beyond simple support questions,
two points must be considered- first, explicit
written permission of the individual should be
taken for processing such additional data and
second, extremely detailed parameters should
be laid down for such processing. The question
of ownership continues to be an unanswered
one.
AI in sports has risen to become an active
decision-maker, as per the data and statistics
of individuals, matches and so on. Such
Automated Decision-Making is a result of the
large amount of data available and its processing; the legal dilemma that raises its head in
such situations is the extent to which such
automated decision-making can be allowed.
One school believes that such decision making
is extremely accurate and is therefore, a gift to
sportspersons, the teams, the coaches and
subsequently the fans; the other school thinks
that the alarming extent at which sports
technology foster automated decision-making
is a threat to the human element of sports,
something that gives sports the charm every
stakeholder is so fond of. Therefore, it is of
great importance to achieve a balance between

technology and people, encouraging the best
of both. Like any contract, it is important that
one party to the contract does not have an
advantage over the other, thereby strong-arming the other. When sports contract are allowed
to be altered during their life-cycle based on
such data, its analysis and player performance,
the team or the other party entering the
contract with a sportsperson may have the
advantage of using the individual’s data
against them to get what they want. Thus, it is
of great importance to answer whether such
contract negotiations can be allowed and if so,
to what extent. Lastly, an alarming legal and
ethical issue arising out of AI in sports is with
reference to the predictability of games. AI
systems have the ability of processing large
amounts of data, with reference to different
factors, so as to best determine the outcome of
matches. This is a major concern since this
may have an impact on the gambling and
betting industry, an industry that is otherwise
heavily regulated. Therefore, with the development of AI systems in Sports Industry, it is
important to keep a close watch on the shifting
legal landscape due to such technological
advancements. Be it performance analysis,
anti-doping tests or match predictions, in order
to benefit from these systems, it is important to
adapat and regulate such systems and fill legal
lacunae existig with reference to such systems.
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The past few weeks have been quite eventful for Arsenal with their iconic number

AN Ø FOR
AN Ö
by Sharun Salvi

Sharun is a first year student
of law at NALSAR.
The question on everyone’s mind is who is
Martin Ødegaard? The Norwegian attacker can
be rightfully described as a traditional number
10, a dying breed of which only a few are left.
He mainly plays in the attacking midfield role
in a 4231 or as an inverted right winger in a 433.
He lit up the La Liga last season and carried
Real Sociedad until the lockdown. A brilliant
playmaker with insane vision, he can also use
his left foot to create line breaking passes
taking out entire defences in one go. He also
possesses decent dribbling ability and was the
7th best dribbler in the La Liga last season.
Ødegaard also has good technical ability and a
well-rounded physique that is required in the
modern game.
So, what can Arsenal get out of this? Arsenal
this season have struggled on many fronts to
say the least. An 11th position in January flatters
no one. Despite some shrewd buys in the
summer in the form of Partey, Gabriel and
Willian they seem to be somehow worse off.
Their main problem this season has been
creating and scoring goals which is evident
with only an average of 1.2 goals per game
which is comparable to Crystal Palace. Arsenal
did look at creative players in the summer
namely Houssem Aouar of Lyon and Emi
Buendia of Norwich but nothing materialised.
This issue will definitely be addressed by
Ødegaard’s signing.

10 leaving the club on a sour note along with getting knocked out of the FA cup by
Southampton, times continue to be tough for their fans. But there seems to be
some light at the end of the tunnel in the form of 22-year-old Norwegian wonderkid, Martin Ødegaard. After some Edu magic at the business end of the transfer
window, Arsenal find in their hands one of the most sought-after youngsters in
world football at the moment albeit for 6 months. The vacancy of the number 10
shirt signals the end of an era. Özil’s departure brought to a close his
seven-and-a-half-year journey with the gunners. Having not featured in a game
since march and being completely frozen out, Özil was left no choice but to ply his
trade elsewhere. Despite being one of the premier league’s highest paid players at
$475000 per week, the former German attacker has not been included in any squad
for the season for a mix of both footballing and political reasons. His criticism over
the treatment of Uighur Muslims in China caused quite the backlash for the
Arsenal and the Premier League as well. The Chinese government decided not to
broadcast any matches involving him and the decision to leave him out has been
influenced by this as well. This is quite evident in fact that Arsenal yearned for a
creator for large parts of the season yet he was left at home warming his socks. But
things aren’t all bleak, the change in guard has qualities reminiscent of 2013 when
another no.11 from Real Madrid was signed and that worked out pretty well.

This move probably comes at a very opportune
moment for Arteta as the sacking of Frank
Lampard has probably set the bar for performances this season. Arteta, this season, has
switched to a more traditional 4231 with inverted wingers and an attacking mid. Ødegaard
will slot perfectly into the number 10 as he
played for Real Sociedad. It is widely expected
that Pep’s protégé will soon move to a more
modern 433 with 2 free 8s and a destroyer
behind them as City play. This could work
brilliantly with Ødegaard and the young Emile
Smith-Rowe ahead of Thomas Partey. Along
with Bukayo Saka and a much-matured Hector
Bellerin, this team could be something to look
out for.
Now addressing the transfer part of the deal. It
is a short term 6-month loan deal with a loan
fee of around $3 million with currently no
option to buy but could be negotiated. His
parent club, Real Madrid have a bad reputation
of handling youngsters, case in point Archraf
Hakimi. The 22-year-old Moroccan was let go
for around $44 million in the summer and has
since lit up the Serie A. Another example is
Sergio Reguilon but they do have a buy back
clause there. The main point is that Zidane
doesn’t trust youngsters right from Valverde to
Ødegaard to Rodrygo Goes, he will stick with
his old guard in turn frustrating the new blood.

But credit has to be given to Modric, who even
at 35 looks like the player he was 5 years ago.
Ødegaard didn’t fit tactically into Zidane’s
plans either and in hindsight it was probably a
rushed decision to cut his 2-year loan spell at
Real Sociedad short. Looking at this move
from Real Madrid’s point of view seems a
pretty smart one. Arsenal seem to have
everyone convinced that this was another Edu
masterclass but in reality, the only other realistic option was going back to Real Sociedad
which wasn’t preferred by Madrid as they have
suddenly become title challengers after replacing the Norwegian with David Silva.
This deal to me seems as a cover up. Arsenal
really look to have been clutching at straws and
luckily found a good and cheap solution. A
short-term loan deal usually does not make
sense as there is no stability for the player nor
the club but something tells me that this will be
extended past the summer. Arsenal have a
good rapport with Madrid and have a knack at
closing such deals which we saw last year with
Dani Ceballos. But regardless, Arsenal’s new
number 11 is one hell of a player and it will be
interesting to see what he brings to the Premier
League. Will he have a similar talismanic effect
like a certain Portuguese playmaker for
Manchester United? Only time will tell.
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Are the Glory Days
Back?
by Pranav Kumar

Pranav is pursuing MSc in Global
Management from Antwerp
Management School, Belgium
Bruno Fernandes has become the first player
ever to win the player of the month award four
times in a calendar year and mind it, this season
is far from over. His playmaking abilities when
combined with the excellent positioning and
finishing of 33 year old Uruguayan, Edinson
Cavani, is a delight for any football fan. Cavani’s
arrival raised many eyebrows in the footballing
world. The sights were reminiscent to how
Zlatan Ibrahimovic was treated before his
arrival. Questions were asked, fingers were
pointed that how a 34 year old player, who
probably was past his prime could solve any of
Jose Mourinho’s problems but Zlatan being
Zlatan made the pundits swallow their own
words and helped United win the Europa
league. Luke Shaw’s amazing performance over
last couple of months can safely be attributed
to the increased competition from his Brazilian
counterpart Alex Telles. The only unnecessary
signing thus far seems to be of Donny Van de
Beek. The direct competition to Paul Pogba
seems to be rather a rash decision; maybe a
consequence of not being able to land on Jadon
Sancho or Jack Grealish. Ole has mostly opted
to play the duo of Fred and McTominay, who
seem to be enjoying a good partnership at the
moment.

After a 9-0 win against Southampton in the match day 22 of the English

Premier League, Manchester United have left its fans nothing short of
ecstatic at the moment. Manchester United now stands second in the
Premier League, just behind Manchester City. Juxtaposing their current
league position to last years, the improvement is evident in every aspect be
it points, goals scored or conceded. After an awful start to the season with
only 6 points in the first 7 league games, a humiliating 1-6 defeat against
Tottenham and a group stage exit from the champions league, United have
pulled themselves back up with an unbeatable away record. It would be safe
assume that Ole Gunnar Solskjaer has a tendency to save his job whenever
its’ in peril and from the looks of it, Ole’s going nowhere anytime soon. So
what changed in a year? The biggest change apart from Ole learning and
improving is perhaps the one in the dressing room with the arrival of Portuguese playmaker Bruno Fernandes. Poor recruitment has been a problem
since Sir Alex’s departure from the club. The list of expensive failures
includes the likes of Alexis Sanchez, Angel Di Maria, Henrikh Mkhitaryan,
Radamel Falcao and Romelu Lukaku. This year, however, is another story.

Adding to the woes of Van de Beeks problems
at United are the recent stellar performances of
Paul Pogba who otherwise has been criticized
by the fans for his lackluster and lazy attitude
on the pitch. Since rejoining Manchester
United in 2016, this ongoing season has been
Paul Pogba’s best spell for the team with
sometimes even playing on the left to accommodate the duo of Fred and McTominay. The
manager is not expected to play all threeFernandes, Pogba and Van de Beek in the same
lineup as the already vulnerable defense gets
even more exposed. Talking about defense, it is
the one area that needs improving at Manchester United especially the Central Backs. Awarding the captaincy to Harry Maguire in his first
season was not a very prudent decision. Since
then his performance has improved but united
fans would agree that Bruno deserves the
armband the most. Ole should’ve made a
placeholder captain while he was to assess the
English defender, who has failed to lived up to
his price tag. Scott McTominay, Juan Mata and
David De Gea were good options as these
players have been at the club for a good chunk
of years.

United have been linked to Napoli defender
Kalidou Koulibaly for the past couple of years
but since then, new speculation about Sergio
Ramos has emerged out of the blue. With just
a year left on his contract, United would be
delighted to have an experienced defender like
him in the dressing room.
So with the recent string of impressive performances is it safe to say that the glory days are
back? Not yet but this season has been the first
ray of hope since the retirement of Sir Alex.
Yes, United are not the best team in the
Premier League, at the moment Manchester
City deserves that acknowledgement but
united are going in the right direction. This
season for Ole finishing in the top 4 is not the
goal but winning the league is. Knocking
Liverpool out in the F.A cup was another step in
the right direction. With hope still alive in both
the Europa League and F.A cup, the biggest
question that remains unanswered is; will ole
gunnar solskjaer finally get past a semi-final
and clinch united to their first trophy since
2016-17 or maybe their first Premier League
title in 8 years.
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‘Trippier trips
up’- Examining
the betting saga
by Sharun Salvi

Sharun is a first year student
of law at NALSAR.

The latest player to be caught in the continu-

ous carousel of betting and gambling scandals
is none other than England world cup hero,
Kieran Trippier. This particular case is not an
open-shut one and we shall take a look at the
timeline of the events that took place. On 23rd
December 2020, Trippier was handed a 10-week
ban from all footballing activities along with a
£70,00 fine. The issue was that some close
friends had acted on the information provided
by Trippier and placed bets on his move to
Atlético Madrid in the summer transfer window
of 2019. The FA, in their ruling said that he was
in clear violation of the inside information rules
regarding transfers.
The England right-back was accused of seven
breaches of the English FA rule E8(1)(b) which
states that ‘A participant must not provide any
person, any information relating to football
which the participant has obtained by virtue of
his or her position within the game and which is
not publicly available at the time’. However,
after a personal hearing he was acquitted of
three charges whilst still held guilty under four.

This was an interesting case as the FA did not
have a direct precedent per se and used the
Daniel Sturridge case as a guideline to
determine the punishment. Trippier, in his
defence, used rule E8(1)(c) or the (“the regulatory defence”) which states that ‘It shall be a
defence if a participant can establish, on the
balance of probability, that the information
provided would be used by the other person for
or in relation to betting’ but the FA ruled that
he should have had reasonable foresight before
divulging sensitive information.
In the summer of 2019, as his transfer was
getting close to being finalised, he let his
friends know via WhatsApp that the move was
imminent and subsequently they bet on it. But
the messages which were used to determine his
role show that Trippier in no way incited
betting nor did he gain anything out of it. He
has also come out and said that it was in no way
intended to defraud the betting market.
Interestingly, the total amount earned from
these bets only totalled just over £1300.

The FA, known for its strict rules on betting,
went to great lengths to punish Trippier. It
does not have jurisdiction to apply bans on
players outside England and had to apply to
FIFA to give it a worldwide effect. Soon
enough, Atlético Madrid appealed against this
decision of FIFA and were successful in
getting the suspension suspended for two
weeks until the procedure was completed.
FIFA upheld their decision and decided that
the suspension will continue till 28th February.
Atlético decided to take matters to a higher
authority and appealed the decision in the
Court of Arbitration of Sport (CAS) whose
decision is pending. Whether the decision is
too harsh or not is an entirely different issue
but it seems as if Trippier has fallen in a
quagmire not proportionate to his wrongdoing
because of irresponsible and imprudent
actions of his friends.
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What is going
wrong at Real
Madrid?
by Varun Beri

Varun is a student of law at
Vivekananda Institute of
Professional Studies

Real

Madrid looks miles away from the team they once were during the
three-peat
era. But how have things worsened to this extent that the 34 times La Liga champions are struggling against relegation-battling sides? The following are some key
observations-

1) Signings not working out.
After the disastrous 2018/19 season, it was clear the squad needed an overhaul of
personnel to get the team back competing in all competitions. Los Blancos spent
a total of €259 million on the signings on Eden Hazard, Luka Jović, Éder Militão
and Ferland Mendy. We could argue that only the latter has worked out till now.
After showing up overweight to pre-season in 2019, Hazard has been a shell of his
former self, while Jović has struggled for game time under Zidane. Militão on the

2) Not properly replacing Cristiano Ronaldo

3) Unsuccessful integration of
Young talent

Ever since Ronaldo left for Juventus in the
summer of 2018, Real Madrid have missed him
dearly, and not solely for his goals. To replace
the Portuguese, Madrid brought back Mariano
Díaz in the same window, even giving him the
number seven jersey. Fast forward 3 years after
the signings of forwards Eden Hazard and
Luka Jović, and Madrid still lack loads in the
final third. It can also be said that the presence
of a ‘superstar’ in the forward line, that would
strike fear into the opposition defence is
missing.

In recent times, Madrid have moved away from
their once famous ‘Galactico’ policy to sign
superstars year after year. Instead, opting for
youth talent such as, Martin Ødegaard,
Vinícius Júnior and Reinier, which prepared
Madrid for the future. But to integrate them
into the squad has been an entirely different
task, with players like Fede Valverde and
Vinícius Júnior not having a key role in the
squad despite their obvious potential and
talent. Many players like Brahim Díaz and
Takefusa Kubo have been loaned out across
clubs in Europe and have shown their worth.
How effective would bringing these loanees
back be if they would only warm the bench
most of the time?

guard

4) Zidane’s reliance on the old

Zidane has often been accused of favoritism
towards his old guard; the players that won him
the three-peat. The likes of Marcelo, Nacho
and Modrić have often been chosen more than
they should, mostly due to age in the case of
the latter. This is even more frustrating considering the amount of talent on the bench
needing more experience.

5) Lack of signings
It has now been three consecutive transfer
windows where Los Blancos have not completed a single transfer. Even though Madrid is not
known to make signings in the January Transfer Window, it is astonishing that this is the
case of a club that is currently in transition.
Rumors have circled around the club regarding
the signings of David Alaba, Kylian Mbappé
and Eduardo Camavinga but nothing is
certain. A major reason for this is the
COVID-19 pandemic, but the situation could
turn dire on the pitch if this is to continue.
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How Brexit Affects England's “Kolpak” Cricketers – And What Happens Next?
Citation - How Brexit Affects England's “Kolpak” Cricketers – And What Happens Next?, YASIN PATEL,
< h t t p s : / / w w w. l a w i n s p o r t . c o m / t o p i c s / i t e m / t h e - e f f e c t s - o f - b r e x it-upon-kolpak-cricket-and-rugby-players-what-happens-next>
Summary - It has finally happened. The issue that has dominated the front pages of our national newspapers for what seems an eternity. Brexit. As various sectors of the economy brace themselves for severe
disruption, the further permutations of Brexit are starting to affect the sporting world, if they haven’t
already. This article explains the “Kolpak” rule and how it relates to permitted quotas for overseas
cricketers playing in England and Wales. It then examines what effect Brexit will have on the status of
Kolpak players in the county game, and what the future holds for professional cricket in the UK. It also
looks at rugby union and the effects of Kolpak upon another premier sport that has been so reliant upon
Kolpak players over the last decade. It is an area of law that has been so central to sports and clubs in
terms of player recruitment, retention, forward planning and club development.

Link to read the complete article https://www.lawinsport.com/topics/item/the-effects-of-brexit-upon-kolpak-cricket-and-rugby-players-what-happens-next

Russia confirms it won't appeal Olympic team restrictions
Citation - Russia confirms it won't appeal Olympic team restrictions, THE ASSOCIATED PRESS STAFF,
https://www.ctvnews.ca/sports/russia-confirms-it-won-t-appeal-olympic-team-restrictions-1.5280774
Summary The Court of Arbitration for Sport last month ruled that Russia's name, flag and anthem would be barred
from the next two Olympics after backing the World Anti-Doping Agency's finding that doping data was
manipulated. However, CAS halved the duration of the sanctions from four years to two, removed vetting
requirements for Russian athletes and allowed them to keep wearing national colours. The Russian
agency, known as RUSADA, had the option to file an appeal with the Swiss supreme court on procedural
grounds. It said Monday that it still regards the ruling that doping data in Moscow was modified as
"flawed and one-sided" but was satisfied that CAS rejected tougher sanctions proposed by WADA.
Link to read the complete article https://www.ctvnews.ca/sports/russia-confirms-it-won-t-appeal-olympic-team-restrictions-1.5280774
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2021 WADA Code – Reduced Sanctions For Substances Of Abuse, Multiple Violations And Recreational
Athletes
Citation - 2021 WADA Code – Reduced Sanctions For Substances Of Abuse, Multiple Violations And
Recreational Athletes, PAUL J. GREENE & MATTHEW KAISER, <https://www.lawinsport.com/topi c s / i t e m / 2 0 2 1 - w a d a - c o d e - r e duced-sanctions-for-substances-of-abuse-multiple-violations-and-recreational-athletes>
Summary - On 1 January 2021, the fourth version of the World Anti-Doping Code[1] (the 2021 Code) went
into effect and brought with it a set of significant changes[2] affecting athletes across the entire spectrum
of sports. In particular, the 2021 Code created more lenient sanctions for: non-elite “recreational athletes”
(Recreational Athletes); athletes who ingest or use substances of abuse; and athletes who have committed multiple violations. Importantly, athletes in these categories who are currently serving suspensions
under the old 2015 Code could be eligible for an immediate reduction now that the 2021 Code has taken
effect. This article reviews the changes, looking at each of the three points above in turn.

Link to read the complete article https://www.lawinsport.com/topics/item/2021-wada-code-reduced-sanctions-for-substances-of-abuse-multiple-violations-and-recreational-athletes

Find the updated copy of the WADA Code 2021 on SLPRR’S Archive using the following link https://sportslawandpolicyreviewreporter.com/archive/

CAS partially upholds the appeals of Mariyam Mohamed related to the 2019 Asian Football Confederation (AFC) elections
Citation- CAS partially upholds the appeals of Mariyam Mohamed related to the 2019 Asian Football
Confederation (AFC) elections, https://www.tas-cas.org/en/general-information/news-detail/article/cas-partially-upholds-the-appeals-of-mariyam-mohamed-related-to-the-2019-asian-football-confed
eratio.html
The Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) has announced its decisions in the appeal arbitration procedures between Mariyam Mohamed from the Republic of Maldives, a candidate who sought election to
the Asian Football Confederation (AFC) Executive Committee during the 29th AFC Congress held on 6
April 2019 in Kuala Lumpur, and the AFC. Mariyam Mohamed filed two appeals, inter alia, to have the
results of the elections conducted during the 29th AFC Congress (the 2019 Elections) set aside on two
separate bases: gender discrimination and third-party interference, and to have those elections re-run.

Link to read the complete article https://www.tas-cas.org/en/general-information/news-detail/article/cas-partially-upholds-the-appeals-of-mariyam-mohamed-related-to-the-2019-asian-football-confederatio.html

